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ABSTRACT
We use radiation hydrodynamic simulations to examine two models of solar flare chromospheric heating:
Alfve´n wave dissipation and electron beam collisional losses. Both mechanisms are capable of strong chro-
mospheric heating, and we show that the distinctive atmospheric evolution in the mid-to-upper chromosphere
results in Mg ii k-line emission that should be observably different between wave-heated and beam-heated sim-
ulations. We also present Ca ii 8542Å profiles which are formed slightly deeper in the chromosphere. The
Mg ii k-line profiles from our wave-heated simulation are quite different from those from a beam-heated model
and are more consistent with IRIS observations. The predicted differences between the Ca ii 8542Å in the two
models are small. We conclude that careful observational and theoretical study of lines formed in the mid-to-
upper chromosphere holds genuine promise for distinguishing between competing models for chromospheric
heating in flares.
Keywords: Sun: atmosphere, Sun: chromosphere, Sun: flares, Sun: waves, Sun: UV radiation, methods:
numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
In a solar flare, up to 1032−33 ergs is released when the
coronal magnetic field reconfigures. It is transported along
the coronal magnetic field to be deposited in the dense chro-
mosphere. This results in plasma heating and broadband en-
hancement to the solar radiative output. The sudden tem-
perature increase also causes strong upflows (chromospheric
‘evaporation’) and down flows (‘condensations’) observed via
Doppler shifts in spectral lines. Hard X-ray (HXR) footpoint
sources indicating the presence of high-energy electrons are
closely associated with enhancements to optical radiation, the
locations of which are a subset of the UV and EUV ribbons
that delineate the endpoints of just-reconnected field. For an
overview of flare observations, see e.g. Fletcher et al. (2011)
and Milligan (2015).
How energy is transported from the corona, where it is
stored, to the chromosphere where it is dissipated is still a
matter of debate. The transport must be fast (sub-second in
the flare impulsive phase), ducted along the coronal magnetic
field and must involve the acceleration of electrons out of the
thermal background. It is possible that different flares have
different combinations of transport by particle beams, con-
duction or MHD waves, and the challenge is to use obser-
vations and modelling to distinguish between these. Coronal
observations will tend to be ambiguous, as thermal conduc-
tion, strong flows, and optically-thin radiation from the hot,
ionised plasma smear out and superpose, and hence obscure
signatures of the energy transport. The chromosphere, which
produces the majority of flare radiation, has its own compli-
cations: it is optically thick in some lines, partially ionised,
and highly structured both vertically and horizontally in tem-
perature and density. However, chromospheric line profiles
in principle allow us to probe the conditions at different at-
mospheric depths, meaning there is the prospect of making
progress in distinguishing different energy transport models
on the basis of how they affect the chromosphere. It is the
purpose of this paper to model the profiles of some important
diagnostic spectral lines generated in a chromosphere heated
as a result of energy transport from the corona by electron
beams and by Alfve´n waves.
In the electron beam (EB) model (Brown 1971; Hudson
1972), electrons, accelerated to mildly relativistic speeds in
or close to the coronal energy release site, stream along the
field. They deposit their energy via Coulomb collisions, pri-
marily in the chromosphere which presents a collisional thick
target. This results in heating and radiation, including non-
thermal hard X-ray (HXR) bremsstrahlung. Using the col-
lisional thick-target model (CTTM) the energy and number
spectrum of the non-thermal coronal beam can be inferred
from the HXR emission (e.g. Holman et al. 2003) as has fre-
quently been done using data from the RHESSI satellite (Lin
et al. 2002). The resulting electron spectra are frequently used
as input to numerical codes for simulating the response of the
chromosphere to flare energy input.
Flare energy transport by Alfve´n waves (AWs) was first
proposed by Emslie & Sturrock (1982) to explain TMR heat-
ing and Fletcher & Hudson (2008) restarted the discussion
on Alfve´nic perturbations as a potential flare energy transport
mechanism. Since a solar flare is, fundamentally, a large scale
restructuring of the solar magnetic field, it is very reasonable
to expect that AWs are produced. Fletcher & Hudson (2008)
argued that a 5-10% Alfve´nic perturbation to a 500G coronal
field could supply adequate power to the flare chromosphere.
The dissipation of the wave, by various damping mechanisms,
in the highly structured chromosphere would lead to heating
and potentially also to in situ electron acceleration, but the
details of electron acceleration have to be worked out.
The CTTM is attractive in that it neatly combines energy
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transport, HXR generation and footpoint heating, but it has
difficulty explaining the low depths of some flare optical emis-
sion (e.g. Martı´nez Oliveros et al. 2012) and can also imply
high coronal EB densities. A high coronal EB density, given
the inferred ambient densities suggest that the beam-return
current relative speed is high enough that instabilities may fol-
low.
Flare line and continuum radiation show that the tempera-
ture minimum region (TMR) is heated by up to a few hun-
dred kelvin during flares (Machado & Linsky 1975; Machado
et al. 1978; Metcalf et al. 1990). Additionally, white light flare
(WLF) images also show that the optical continuum enhance-
ment originates low in the solar atmosphere; WL and HXR
emission were found to be co-spatial and located at < 0.5 Mm
above the photosphere in an event studied by Martı´nez Oliv-
eros et al. (2012). To reach and heat this depth requires signif-
icantly higher power in high energy electrons than is observed
(e.g. Machado et al. 1978; Neidig 1989; Metcalf et al. 1990).
For this reason radiative backwarming (Machado et al. 1989)
is often used to explain WLF observations in the EB model.
The CTTM implies up to 1036 electrons s−1 (Hoyng et al.
1976; Holman et al. 2003) which, for a typical coronal den-
sity of 109 cm−3 is equivalent to accelerating all the electrons
in a coronal volume of (10, 000 km)3 each second. A con-
tinual resupply of electrons for acceleration is needed, which
could happen via the return current that is established by the
ambient plasma. As discussed by Fletcher & Hudson (2008)
and Krucker et al. (2011), observations imply coronal beam
densities comparable to or greater than the ambient coronal
density meaning a return current speed that is comparable to
the beam speed. In this case, the beam and its return current
are likely to be unstable in the corona, and to dissipate a large
fraction of their energy in turbulence and heating. We note
that in the scenario of a significantly greater ambient coronal
density (on the order of 1011 cm−3) then the replenishment of
the beam does not pose as much of a problem. Higher densi-
ties have been inferred in some flares (e.g Veronig & Brown
2004; Guo et al. 2012).
Atmospheric heating via damping of AWs generated by
photospheric drivers and propagating upwards into the chro-
mosphere has been proposed as a quiet Sun chromospheric
heating mechanism, e.g. by ion-neutral damping in the
partially-ionised chromosphere. (De Pontieu et al. 2001; Kho-
dachenko et al. 2004; Leake et al. 2005).
Downwards-propagating AWs produced by flaring pertur-
bations in the coronal magnetic field will also be damped in
the chromospheric plasma, resulting in heating. Emslie &
Sturrock (1982) suggested the resistive (Joule) dissipation of
the currents associated with AWs as a means of heating the
TMR, and calculated that ∆T of 100-200 kelvin was possi-
ble for frequencies of order 1-10 Hz. More recently, simula-
tions by Russell & Fletcher (2013) of AWs traveling down-
wards through chromosphere with a realistic stratification of
Alfve´n speed and ionisation showed that for sufficiently high
frequencies (around 1 Hz) a significant fraction of coronal
AW energy can be transmitted to the deep chromosphere and
damped by ion-neutral damping in the TMR (and electron re-
sistivity lower down). Fletcher & Hudson (2008) and Melrose
& Wheatland (2014) propose that AWs are the dominant en-
ergy transport mechanism through the flaring corona, and dis-
cuss the viability of AWs in accelerating electrons to produce
the observed HXR.
In the simulations of Russell & Fletcher (2013), heating
in the upper chromosphere was also observed, and Reep &
Russell (2016) investigated this further. They updated the ap-
proach of Emslie & Sturrock (1982) for describing the energy
deposition by waves to use ambipolar resistivity instead of
classical resistivity and implemented this as an energy input
in the HYDRAD code (Bradshaw & Mason 2003). The re-
sult was that AW damping in the mid-upper chromosphere
produced strong heating and evaporation, and looked very
similar to what is found in electron-beam driven simulations.
Heating was most efficient for perpendicular wave numbers
k⊥ > 1 × 10−4 cm−1 and frequencies around 10 Hz.
We expect that beam-driven and wave-driven models of en-
ergy input will have different heating profiles, and different
time evolution, which will form the basis of discriminating
between models. High spatial, spectral and temporal resolu-
tion data of chromospheric and transition region (TR) radia-
tion in the near-UV (NUV) and far-UV (FUV) are now avail-
able from the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS;
De Pontieu et al. 2014) spacecraft. For example, Kerr et al.
(2015); Liu et al. (2015) and Graham & Cauzzi (2015) dis-
cuss the complex chromospheric Mg ii spectra observed dur-
ing flares. The Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST)
will also provide high resolution chromospheric observations
in the optical and infrared (IR). These resources provide the
opportunity to probe models of energy transport in flares by
comparing the synthetic spectra output by advanced models
to observations.
In this paper we use the radiation hydrodynamics code RA-
DYN (§ 2) to describe the chromospheric temperature, density
and ionisation profiles resulting from numerical experiments
that simulate chromospheric heating by high fluxes of flare-
generated AWs, and compare with those from a standard EB
simulation (§ 3). We use an approximated form of AW heating
developed by Emslie & Sturrock (1982) and Reep & Russell
(2016) as a heating term. Finally, we synthesise the observa-
tional signatures that result from these experiments (the Mg ii
h & k lines, and the Ca ii 8542Å line) (§ 4) and present dis-
cussion and conclusions (§ 5, § 6)
2. IMPLEMENTING ALFVE´N WAVE HEATING IN THE
RADYN CODE
2.1. RADYN
The radiation hydrodynamics code RADYN is a well estab-
lished code for investigating chromospheric dynamics. Orig-
inally created by Carlsson & Stein (1995, 1997), RADYN
was used to study acoustic waves in the chromosphere, and
was adapted by Abbett & Hawley (1999) to simulate the
chromospheric response to flare energy deposition by an EB.
Later updates have included improved treatment of the EB, in-
cluding a Fokker-Planck description, soft X-ray, extreme-UV
(EUV) and UV radiation backwarming and photoionisation
(Allred et al. 2005, 2015). We used the Allred et al. (2015)
version of RADYN for results presented in this paper, with
our own modifications described in § 2.2.
RADYN solves the plane-parallel, coupled, non-linear
equations of hydrodynamics, radiation transfer, charge con-
servation and atomic level populations on a 1D grid that ex-
tends from the sub-photosphere to the corona, representing
one leg of a symmetric flux tube. An adaptive grid (Dorfi &
Drury 1987) with 191 grid points resolves shocks and steep
gradients. Elements important for chromospheric energy bal-
ance are computed using non-Local Thermodynamic Equilib-
rium (nLTE) radiative transfer, with other atomic species in-
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cluded as background continuum opacity (assumed in LTE)
using the Uppsala opacity package of Gustafsson (1973). A
radiative loss function approximates the optically thin coronal
radiation transfer by summing all transitions in the CHIANTI
database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al. 2013), apart from the
transitions treated in detail (See Allred et al. (2015) for a line
list). The atomic level populations are solved for a six-level-
with-continuum hydrogen atom, a nine-level-with-continuum
helium atom, a six-level-with-continuum Ca ii ion, and a four-
level-with-continuum Mg ii ion. Transitions (22 bound-bound
transitions and 24 bound-free transitions) with up to 100 fre-
quency points and 5 angular points are computed assuming
complete redistribution (CRD), except the Lyman transitions
which are truncated at 10 Doppler widths to approximate the
effects of partial redistribution (PRD). We return to this is-
sue when discussion the Mg ii lines in § 4.3. The product
of the coronal/TR emission measure and emissivities (from
CHIANTI) is integrated to find the XEUV spectrum, which is
included as downward-directed incident radiation when solv-
ing the nLTE radiation transfer and ionisation equations.
Typically when simulating flares, the EB CTTM model has
been used. A non-thermal EB with a power law energy flux
spectrum is introduced at the apex of the corona loop. It de-
posits energy as it travels, heating the plasma with heating rate
QBEAM calculated from collisional losses.
2.2. Alfve´n Wave Dissipation and Heating
We follow Reep & Russell (2016) to include an additional
heating rate term due to AWs, QAW , in RADYN using the
WKB approximation to obtain the period-averaged Poynting
flux of the AW as a function of distance in a magnetic flux
tube (as was described in Emslie & Sturrock 1982). Colli-
sions between ions, electrons and neutrals damp the Poynting
flux, and the dissipation of Poynting flux gives the heating
term for the plasma. As noted by Reep & Russell (2016), this
approximation is accurate if the parallel wavelength is less
than or comparable to the gradient length scale of the Alfve´n
speed, which also means that reflections are assumed negligi-
ble. As discussed in § 1, reflection at the corona-TR boundary
has been shown to significant, so as in Reep & Russell (2016)
we choose an initial Poynting flux giving a reasonable flux at
the top of the chromosphere.
In the following, i, n, e and t subscripts refer to ions, neu-
trals, electrons and total. The collisional frequencies are com-
puted as follows. The formula for νe,n is quoted in Geiss &
Bu¨rgi (1986) as
νe,n = 6.97 × 10−14 T 0.1 nH , (1)
where T is temperature, and nH is the number density of neu-
tral hydrogen. Holman (2012) gives an expression for the
electron-ion collision time, τe
τe =
3
4
(me
2pi
)1/2 ( kb T
ne λ e4
)3/2
νe,i = 1/τe, (2)
where me is the electron mass, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, ne
is electron number density, e is electron charge and and λ is
the Coulomb logarithm. Finally, νn,i is discussed in Russell &
Fletcher (2013) (noting their typo in the first T ) and Schunk
& Nagy (2009)
νn,i = 2.65 × 10−16 T 1/2 (1−0.083 log10 T )2 np
+ 2.11 × 10−15 (ne − np), (3)
where np is the proton number density.
The parallel (to the field) and perpendicular resistivities of
the plasma are defined as
η|| =
me (νe,i + νe,n)
ne e2
(4)
η⊥ = η|| + ηC
= η|| +
B2 ρn
c2 νn,i ρ2t (1 + ξ2 θ2)
, (5)
where ρ is mass density, c the speed of light, ηC the Cowling
resistivity, ξ the hydrogen ionisation fraction and θ = ω/νn,i
for ω = 2pi f .
Emslie & Sturrock (1982) derived an expression for the ef-
fective damping length of Alfve´n waves, LD(z), with height
along the modelled flux tube. We modify the Emslie & Stur-
rock (1982) LD(z) to use ambipolar resistivity as proposed by
Reep & Russell (2016)
LD(z) =
(
1
L⊥(z)
+
1
L||(z)
)−1
=
η|| k2x c24 pi vA + η⊥ w
2 c2
4 pi v3A
−1
=
4 pi v3A
c2 (η|| k2x v2A + η⊥ w2)
, (6)
where vA(z) is the Alfve´n speed. As in Reep & Russell (2016)
we modify the Aflve´n speed for the presence of neutrals,
vA(z) =
B√
4piρt
(
1 + ξθ2
1 + ξ2θ2
)1/2
. (7)
The period-averaged Poynting flux injected at the loop
apex, S a, is then damped to give the flux as a function of
height
S (z) = S a exp
(
−
∫ z
0
dz′
LD(z′)
)
. (8)
The volumetric heating rate is then the change in Poynting
flux with distance along the flux tube:
QAW =
dS
dz
. (9)
A magnetic field strength B(z) is imposed which depends
on height as a function of pressure, P(z) (Zweibel & Haber
1983), with B0 defined as the photospheric value (note, this is
only used in calculating the wave damping, and is not updated
in the hydrodynamic or radiation transfer solutions):
B(z) = B0
(
P(z)
P0
)α
. (10)
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We choose α = 0.139 as in Russell & Fletcher (2013) and
Reep & Russell (2016). B(z) is constant with time, and at
each timestep is interpolated to the updated grid.
The perpendicular wavenumber varies as a function of B(z)
due to variations in the cross-section of the flux tube. In this
work we use the relation:
kx(z) = kx,a
(
B(z)
Ba
)
. (11)
where subscript a denotes values at the loop apex. This lin-
ear scaling is found when the magnetic field expands in one
dimension, as in a magnetic arcade. An alternative two-
dimensional expansion leads to a square root dependence
however comparison of simulations for both geometries (by
Reep & Russell 2016) suggests that the conclusions of AW
heating studies depend only weakly on the choice of geomet-
rical scaling.
Flares are simulated with user inputs: f , kx,a, B0 & S a. Cur-
rently S a can be varied as a function of time, and future work
will allow f , and kx,a to vary in time also.
2.3. Simulations
We model a 10 Mm flux tube extending from below the
photosphere (z = 0 defined where τ5000 = 1) into the corona
at temperature T = 1 MK. The pre-flare atmosphere is
the QS.SL.LT model atmosphere discussed in Allred et al.
(2015). This is the PF2 atmosphere used by Abbett & Haw-
ley (1999) and Allred et al. (2005), modified to include the
XEUV backwarming of Allred et al. (2015). The PF2 at-
mosphere was originally created by adding a TR and corona
to the Carlsson & Stein (1997) radiative equilibrium atmo-
spheric model. Non-radiative heating is applied to maintain
the photospheric and coronal energy balance in grid cells with
column mass greater than 7.6 g cm−2 (photosphere) and less
than 1×10−6 g cm−2 (corona). We use a fixed boundary condi-
tion in the sub-photosphere and a reflecting boundary condi-
tion at the top of the loop, to mimic the effect of disturbances
from the other half of the flux tube.
Two simulations are compared here, one in which the flare
energy transport mechanism is a non-thermal EB (F11) and
one in which the energy transport is via AW dissipation (S11).
Both have the same injected energy flux of 1011 ergs cm−2 s−1,
which is constant for t = 10 s, which is representative of the
‘dwell time’ of a flare footpoint at a particular chromospheric
position. The additional EB simulation parameters are: δ = 5
and Ec = 25 keV. The additional AW simulation parameters
are: f = 10 Hz, kx,a = 4 × 10−4 cm−1 and B0 = 1000 G.
3. ATMOSPHERIC RESPONSE
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the atmosphere in each of
the simulations, where F11 refers to the EB simulation and
S11 the AW simulation. The colour of the lines represents
the time in the simulation, where we plot from t = [0, 10] s
in 0.5 s intervals. The temperature, electron density, veloc-
ity, H ion fraction, He ii ion fraction and flare heating rate are
shown. In each case the lower panel shows the S11 atmo-
sphere and the upper panel shows the F11 atmosphere. We
discuss features of the dynamics below. We also show the en-
ergetics of the simulations at various times in Figure 2 (F11)
and Figure 3 (S11), where positive quantities are heating and
negative are cooling.
3.1. EB Simulation (F11)
t<1 s: The temperature in the mid-upper chromosphere in-
creases significantly over the background, to T ≈ [6000 −
7000] K between 0.6−1 Mm and ≈ [40, 000−85, 000] K over
1.15 − 1.5 Mm. In the lower atmosphere, flare energy largely
goes into ionisation of hydrogen, which becomes completely
ionised at > 1 Mm, and partially ionised between 0.5−1 Mm.
Enhanced ionisation means a significantly increased electron
density between 0.5 − 1.6 Mm (and by more than three or-
ders of magnitude at 1 Mm). Helium ionisation also oc-
curs at greater depths, with He ii quickly forming between
∼ 1.05−1.6 Mm. In the upper atmosphere, just below the orig-
inal TR position, T increases to ≈ [85, 000−90, 000] K, so that
the He ii fraction decreases again at ∼ 1.5 Mm as He iii starts
to form. A pressure wave starts at the TR (1.6 Mm) resulting
from the sudden temperature increase to approximately 105K,
producing an upward mass motion with a velocity of more
than 50 km s−1, increasing with height. Figure 2(a) & (b)
show that beam energy input is mostly balanced by radiative
losses.
t = 1-4 s: Energy input into the lower chromosphere at
0.6 − 1 Mm largely results in increased hydrogen ionisa-
tion causing the temperature plateau to only very slowly in-
crease in temperature. The plateau extends to deeper layers,
and electron density increases with further ionisation. The
transition from T ≈ [7000 − 40, 000] K, at 1 − 1.15 Mm,
steadily steepens. At 1.15 Mm the temperature increases
by a few ×104K to T ≈ 60, 000 K, but radiative losses
largely balance (and occasionally exceed) energy input be-
tween 1.15 − 1.4 Mm meaning that the temperature changes
little, and actually decreases at ∼1.4 Mm. Radiative losses de-
crease with time above this height and are no longer able to
balance energy input, resulting in a temperature bubble in ex-
cess of T = 200, 000 K. Figure 2(c) illustrates the energetics
at this time. Within this bubble temperatures are high enough
to almost completely ionise He to He iii. Above 1.6 Mm the
temperature continues to increase but not smoothly. Loop
density is enhanced there by strong upflows (v ∼ 150 km s−1),
so the beam deposits more energy at greater height. A strong
conductive flux helps to increase temperature > 2 Mm.
t = 4-7.5 s: Conditions at heights < 1.15 Mm continue
to evolve in a similar manner to previously. The peak of the
EB heating rate moves slightly higher, to 1.18 Mm. Losses
are just unbalanced at this point allowing temperature to rise
to T = 85, 000 K. Losses are able to balance, and at times
exceed, energy input between ∼ 1.2 − 1.35 Mm resulting in
a drop in temperature. There is a corresponding drop in elec-
tron density as recombinations to He ii take place. Note also at
this time the amount of He iii in the mid-chromosphere around
1.18 Mm increases due to high temperatures, so that a narrow
region of almost fully ionised He begins to form. Initially, the
hot bubble at heights > 1.4 Mm is smoothed out as it is heated
to > 400, 000 K, due to a conductive flux into the cooler ma-
terial ahead of the bubble, which increases the temperature in
those regions. However, increased temperature at ∼ 1.5 Mm
leads to an increased pressure which drives material away,
making a narrow, under-dense region. Radiative losses de-
crease as a result of decreased density allowing temperature
to increase further. Immediately ahead of this under-dense re-
gion is a locally over-dense region which, due to increased
radiative losses, forms a local temperature minimum.
t>7.5 s: The final stage in the evolution is the formation of
the large temperature bubble in the mid-upper chromosphere.
High chromospheric temperatures ionise a large proportion of
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Figure 1. The evolution of the atmosphere for different energy transport mechanisms F11 (EB) and S11 (AW dissipation) where (a) & (b) show temperature, (c)
& (d) show electron density, (e) & (f) show velocity with upflow negative, (g) & (h) show hydrogen ionisation fraction, (i) & (j) show He ii ionisation fraction,
and (k) & (l) show flare heating rate per mass. Note that the x-scale of the atmospheric velocity is larger than for the other panels, so as to show the large velocity
achieved high in the loop. Colour represents time with output plotted at 0.5 s intervals.
the He ii to He iii at ∼ 1.2 Mm. Decreasing radiative losses
from He ii can no longer balance the beam energy deposition,
which produces an ever-increasing temperature at that loca-
tion (in excess of 1.5 MK), and further ionisation. Figure 2(d)
shows the decrease in radiative losses allowing temperature
to quickly rise. This high temperature bubble is very under-
dense as material is pushed away by the strong pressure differ-
ence between the bubble and surrounding plasma, increasing
the size of the high temperature region (Figure 2(e)). Chro-
mospheric condensations are much stronger at these times,
reaching up to v ∼ 45 km s−1. Since more mass is evapo-
rated into the loop the heating rate again increases at greater
heights, increasing the temperature of the corona and push-
ing the TR upwards. The increase in density on either side of
the bubble (material evacuated from the high pressure region)
results in strong radiative losses that exceed energy input, cre-
ating very narrow, cool regions that permit recombination to
He ii. These regions propagate away from the shock.
3.2. Alfve´n Wave Simulation (S11)
The lower panel of each atmospheric property in Figure 1
shows the evolution of the atmosphere in response to AW dis-
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Figure 2. Energy balance in the EB simulation. Contributions to the energy balance are shown: total (black), viscous heating (red), work done by pressure
(yellow), optically thick radiation computed in detail (green), optically thin radiation (blue), conductive flux (purple), the background heating function (black,
dotted) and the flare heating rate (red, dashed). Positive represents heating, and negative cooling. Panel (a) shows that by t = 0.25 s radiative losses effectively
balance energy input in the lower atmosphere, but are unable to balance beam heating in the mid-upper chromosphere. By t = 1 s, however, strong optically thick
losses balance beam energy. At this time the pressure from enhanced temperature in the upper chromosphere results in upflows ∼ 1.7 Mm. Panel (c) illustrates
the decrease in temperature around ∼ 1.4 Mm at t = 3.5 s and that conductive flux helps to increase the temperature in the upper atmosphere. Panel (d) shows the
onset of the high temperature bubble in the mid-chromosphere. Radiative losses limit the temperature rise at this time, but as panel (e) shows, high temperatures
increases ionisation in this region removing losses from He ii allowing the explosive temperature rise to > 1 MK.
Figure 3. Energy balance in the AW simulation. Lines are as described in Figure 2. Panel (a) shows the sudden energy input results in a large amount of
unbalanced energy to heat and ionise the plasma. Panel (b) shows that very quickly this energy input is well balanced by radiative losses in the lower atmosphere,
and that the large temperature enhancement results in a strong pressure wave leading to high velocity upflows. Panel (c) shows that losses exceed energy input at
∼ 1.4 Mm, leading to a decrease in temperature, and that a pressure wave pushes hot material upwards. Panel (d) shows that a hot bubble begins to form, with
the energy balanced immediately above the high temperature region at ∼ 1.5 Mm, and that a strong conductive flux is present in the upper atmosphere. Panel (e)
shows the complex dynamics of the temperature bubble. The upward propagating pressure wave has made the bubble under-dense, decreasing the heating rate,
but also reducing radiative losses so that temperature increases greatly here. Immediately above the bubble is a local temperature minimum.
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sipation. Immediately clear from these figures is that the at-
mosphere evolves in a largely similar manner to the EB flare
simulation, but also that the extreme temperature, low density
bubble does not form in the mid chromosphere.
t < 1 s: The location of the peak of the heating rate (Fig-
ure 1(l)) is within ∼ 0.1 Mm of the peak in the EB heating rate,
but the peak is broader. By t = 1 s the temperature between
0.7−0.95 Mm rises to T ≈ [6000−7500] K. Mid-upper chro-
mospheric temperatures show enhancements over pre-flare
values, rising over a shallow gradient from T ∼ 7500 K at
0.95 Mm to T ∼ 200, 000 K at 1.55 Mm. The TR temperature
is increased to > 1 MK.
This initial enhancement to the mid-upper chromospheric
temperature occurs rapidly, with radiative losses almost com-
pletely balancing energy input up to ∼ 1.3 Mm by t =
0.25 s. Figure 3(a,b) illustrates the energy balance at these
times showing that following the rapid ionisation the radiative
losses increases sufficiently to mostly balance flare energy in-
put. Hydrogen is almost entirely ionised above 1 Mm, and
ionisation continues gradually to greater depth (Figure 3(h)).
The elevated temperature in the mid-chromosphere results in
ionisation of He, which is mostly ionised to He ii between
1.05 − 1.3 Mm and to He iii above 1.4 Mm, leading to an
increase in the electron density between 0.9 − 1.6 Mm. The
peak in ne occurs at the hydrogen ionisation boundary (be-
tween 0.9 − 1 Mm), with ne ∼ 4 × 1013 cm−3. By t =
0.25 − 0.5 s a strong pressure wave at 1.65 Mm pushes chro-
mospheric material into the corona with velocities in excess
of v ∼ 130 km s−1, significantly higher than in the EB sim-
ulation. Since the AW heating rate decreases sharply around
0.9 Mm, the ionisation of hydrogen below this occurs at later
times in comparison to the EB simulation.
t = 1-5 s: Between 0.6 − 0.9 Mm radiative losses almost
completely balance the energy input, and so temperatures
rise only modestly, to T ∼ 8000 K. Hydrogen ionisation
also increases, creating a small region of locally high elec-
tron density ne = 1 − 1.5 × 1013 cm−3 at ∼ 0.75 Mm. In
the mid-chromosphere a temperature ‘pivot’ point forms at
∼ 1.15 Mm, with temperature decreasing with time above this
point, and increasing below. As the temperature increases in
the deep atmosphere, ionisation to He ii follows producing a
small electron density increase at 1−1.05 Mm. The associated
pressure changes results in upflows of a few ×10 km s−1. The
initial high velocity upflow reaches heights above 2.5 Mm,
with v ∼ 200 km s−1.
The temperature gradient between 1.15 − 1.45 Mm flattens
slightly from T ≈ [35, 000 − 90, 000] K to T ≈ [30, 000 −
70, 000] K. This occurs because hot plasma pushed up into
the loop at a few ×10 km s−1, due to an increase in pressure
above 1.15 Mm, leaves cooler material in its place, and be-
cause radiative losses above 1.25 Mm begin to exceed the en-
ergy input which leads to cooling (see Figure3(c)). A narrow
high temperature (T ∼ 100, 000 K) bubble begins to form at
∼ 1.4 − 1.5 Mm. The TR heats as a result of energy deposi-
tion and via a conductive flux from below. Figure 3(d) shows
the decrease in radiative losses that allow the formation of
the high temperature at 1.4 Mm, and the upwards propagating
pressure wave.
t = 5-10 s: For the remainder of the simulation the dynam-
ics evolves as before. The atmosphere cools slightly between
1.25 − 1.4 Mm, narrowing the high temperature bubble
around 1.4 − 1.5 Mm, making it more pronounced. This
results in a greater pressure difference that increases the flows
(see Figure 1(f)), leading to an under-dense region (similar
to the process that resulted in the high-altitude temperature
bubble in the EB simulation). The bubble cools slightly, but
remains hot since, despite the heating rate in the bubble being
reduced because of the lower density, the density change
also significantly reduces radiative losses around 1.5 Mm.
Increased density ahead of the bubble leads to enhanced
radiative losses and decreasing temperature, producing a
local temperature minimum. Figure 3(e) illustrates the
energetics at this time.
4. RADIATION RESULTS
4.1. Ca ii 8542 Å Line Profiles
The Ca ii 8542 Å line is part of the Ca ii subordinate in-
frared (IR) triplet, which are sensitive to the temperature at
their formation height in the low chromosphere, and to mag-
netic structures, making them good tracers of solar and stellar
activity (e.g. Shine & Linsky 1972; Linsky et al. 1979; Uiten-
broek 2006). Since this line is so sensitive to lower chromo-
spheric temperature, and will be observed with high spatial
and spectral resolution by DKIST, we investigate the differ-
ences in the spectral line profiles, and their formation proper-
ties, between our EB and AW simulations.
Figure 4(a) shows how the Ca ii 8542 Å line re-
sponds to flare energy input in the EB (F11) simulation.
Colour refers to simulation time (note that we plot t =
[0, 0.072, 0.25, 0.302, 0.5] s and then every 0.5 s there-
after). The inset shows a zoom of the core, and the verti-
cal dashed line indicates the rest wavelength. The quiet Sun
profile is in absorption but the line core immediately goes
into emission in response to beam energy input. Between
t = 0.072 and t = 0.25 s the core intensity drops significantly,
but the far wing intensity continues to rise (note that on Fig-
ure 4(a) we plot symbols for the t = 0.072 s profile, since the
colours at early times are very similar). Over the next few
seconds the core intensity increases again, reaching a peak of
∼ 3.27× 106 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1 at t = 7.6 s followed by a
small decrease. The core intensity changes little after t ∼ 3 s,
but the wing intensity shows a strong enhancement. The far
wing intensity is initially ∼ 1 × 106 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1,
rising to ∼ 1.35 × 106 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1. The line was
initially narrow and symmetric but over time a slight blueshift
develops in the line core and the profile widens.
The equivalent is shown for the AW (S11) simulation in
Figure 4(b). We plot t = 0, 0.064, 0.25, 0.5 s and then every
0.5 s thereafter, and include an inset of the line core. it is
clear that the AW simulation produces profiles with a stronger
asymmetry. The line is slower to go into emission than in the
EB simulation, and the intensity increases slowly over time.
Since the line is optically thick the peak intensity may not
be the core of the line. Instead we consider the line centroid
(the centre of mass of the line). The intensity of the line is
lower than in the EB simulation, reaching a maximum line
centroid intensity of ∼ 3.16 × 106 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1.
The peak intensity of the profile is located redward of the
line centroid and peaks at t ∼ 3.5 with a value of ∼ 3.22 ×
106 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1.The final intensity in the far wings
is also lower than the EB simulation. The line appears red-
shifted initially, but this decreases with time. The final state is
a small red asymmetry.
4.2. Ca ii 8542 Å Line Formation
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Figure 4. The Ca ii 8542 Å line, computed in (a) the EB simulation and (b)
the AW simulation. In both cases colour represents time, and the inset shows
a closer view of the line core. In panel (a) symbols are over-layed on the
profile at t = 0.072 s to help it stand out against profiles from t < 1 s
We can study the formation properties of the line in each
simulation, by writing the formal solution of the radiative
transfer equation for the emergent intensity as in Carlsson &
Stein (1994):
Iν =
1
µ
∫ z1
z0
S ν τνe−τν/µ
χν
τν
dz =
1
µ
∫ z1
z0
CI dz, (12)
where CI is the contribution function to the emergent inten-
sity and indicates how much emergent intensity originates
from a certain height. In Eq 12, µ is the viewing angle,
and the terms are a function of frequency ν. Since CRD
is assumed, the source function, S ν (the ratio of emissiv-
ity to opacity), is independent of frequency across the line.
The term τνe−τν/µ describes the attenuation by the optical
depth, τν. The monochromatic opacity per unit volume, χν,
is proportional to the density of emitting particles, so that the
term χν/τν is higher when there are large number of emitters
at low optical depth (i.e photons are produced and can es-
cape). This is sensitive to mass motions, and shows velocity
gradients.
Some example snapshots are shown in Figures 5 & 6 to il-
lustrate the line formation. In these figures the background
images show the components of the contribution function,
χν/τν (top left), S ν (top right) & τνe−τν/µ (bottom left), and
the contribution function itself, CI (bottom right). These
are inverse scale so that dark regions show large values of
each term. The CI images are normalised within each wave-
length bin to better show the contribution to the wing intensity
(which is much lower intensity than the line core). These are
shown as a function of wavelength and height, with wave-
length expressed as a Doppler velocity, redshifts being posi-
tive. The lines shown on each figure are the atmospheric ve-
locity (blue, dashed), where positive is downflow, the τν = 1
curve (red, dashed), the line source function (green, dot-
dashed), the Planck function (purple, dot-dashed), the Planck
function at t = 0 s (purple, dotted), and the emergent inten-
sity (yellow, solid). The source function, Planck function and
emergent intensity are expressed in units of radiation temper-
ature. If the line is optically thick then the contribution to the
emergent intensity originates from near the τν = 1 height.
Electron Beam model
t = 0-0.25 s: see Figure 5(a). The very high temperature
where the beam energy is deposited causes a reduction in the
population of the Ca ii 8542Å upper levels above 1 Mm. The
τν = 1 layer forms below this at ∼ 0.9 Mm where there is an
increase in Ca ii 8542Å upper level populations. The contri-
bution function peaks here with an additional small (optically
thin) contribution to the line core, from between 0.9−1.1 Mm.
The line source function is strongly coupled to the Planck
function up to the core formation height (Figure 5(a), top left
panel), which has increased due to enhanced temperature, and
so the line core is in emission. Moving away from the core,
the wings are formed progressively deeper in the atmosphere.
Far wings are formed at only 0.2 Mm above the photosphere.
As time proceeds (not shown) the rapid increase in tempera-
ture at even greater depths starts to depopulate the upper levels
further, driving down the formation height of the line core to
∼ 0.75 Mm. The line source function at this altitude is still
strongly coupled to the Planck function, which is smaller, so
the emergent intensity decreases. The line core still has an
optically thin contribution from 0.75 − 1.1 Mm.
t = 0.25-1.25 s: see Figure 5(b). In the region ∼ 0.8−1 Mm
the upper level of Ca ii begins to repopulate, and the τ = 1
height moves upward to ∼ 0.85 Mm where it remains for the
rest of the simulation. The line source function couples to the
Planck function at ever increasing heights (up to 1 Mm), in-
creasing the intensity of the optically thin component. The
source function at the core formation height increases signif-
icantly compared to only a small change in the wings, so the
profiles look very narrow at these times. A small downflow
develops at 1.1 Mm, causing an increase to the χν/τν term
redward of the line core. This provides an additional small,
optically thin contribution to the red wing, and marks the start
of the red asymmetry in the line profile.
t = 1.5-6 s: see Figure 5(c).The upper level is repopulated
across a wider range of heights so that emission from the near
wings originates from higher layers, and intensity increases.
The τ = 1 curve widens, increasing line width. The condensa-
tion has increased in magnitude and moved lower in the atmo-
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Figure 5. Ca ii 8542Å line formation in the EB (F11) simulation at different times as indicated. Each panel shows the image of the quantity labelled in the
corner of the image. Images are inverse scale. The atmospheric velocity (blue, dashed), τν = 1 curve (red, dashed), line source function (green, dot-dashed),
Planck function (orange, dot-dashed), Planck function at t = 0 s (orange, dotted), and emergent intensity (yellow, solid) are also plotted. Positive velocity is
redshift/downflow, and intensity is expressed in units of radiation temperature. In the bottom right panels we have normalised the contribution function at each
wavelength so that the image is not dominated by the line core, allowing details from the wings to be visible.
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sphere, making the optically thin contribution to the red wing
more pronounced. A small upflow at the line centre formation
height (∼ 0.85Mm) blueshifts the core.
t = 6-8 s: The peak formation height is still ∼ 0.85 Mm and
since the source function is still strongly coupled to the Planck
function, it changes only little. Emergent intensity decreases
slightly, largely due to the condensation which continues to
move deeper in the atmosphere, adding more to the red wing
and less to the line core as time progresses.
t = 8-10 s: As the under dense, high temperature bubble
forms at ∼ 1.2 Mm it expands, starting a second (much
larger) condensation. There are not enough emitters at
the height of the condensation to have much effect on
the Ca ii 8542Å line, but the condensation does compress
the atmosphere, resulting in a small increase to the opti-
cally thin emission in the red wing, increasing the asymmetry.
AWModel
t= 0-0.25 s: (not shown) unlike in the EB simulation, at this
time the line is still in absorption, as the source function is not
strongly coupled to the Planck function, but decreases above
0.75 Mm. The electron density is much lower compared to the
EB simulation since there is initially less H ionisation below
0.95 Mm at early times. There is, however, a narrow region
in the mid-chromosphere where there is a sufficient popula-
tion of Ca ii to produce an optically thin component to the
contribution function near 1.1 Mm.
t = 0.25-1.25 s: see Figure 6(a). The temperature increase
at greater depths depopulates the Ca ii 8542Å upper level be-
tween 0.65 - 0.9 Mm driving the formation height down to
around 0.65 Mm, lower than in the EB simulation. The lower
temperature at this height compared to the formation height
of the line in the EB simulation means a smaller line inten-
sity. The source function where the line forms is now more
strongly coupled to the Planck function, so the line is in emis-
sion. An upflow above 1 Mm shifts the absorption profile
to the blue, meaning more blue-wing than red-wing absorp-
tion. This creates a small but growing asymmetry. In addi-
tion, the strength of the optically thin contribution increases,
and is stronger on the red side of the profile due to a small con-
densation. Together, these features have the effect of making
the emergent profile appear redshifted. Although the optically
thin emission originates from a much narrower layer than in
the EB simulation, the AW simulation has a somewhat higher
temperature in this region, (the difference is ≈ 2000 K). This
raises the intensity of the optically thin component compared
to in the EB simulation.
t = 1.25-6.5 s: see Figure 6(b,c).
Beginning around t = 2 s the upper-level populations in-
crease, raising the height of the τν = 1 layer. Figure 6(b)
shows the start of this process. By t = 3.5 s populations
have increased enough that the location of the τν = 1 layer
is raised and the line width increased. The line core is slightly
blueshifted, but the optically-thin redshifted component aris-
ing from the condensation means that the line is further broad-
ened and peaks in the red. By t = 6.5 s the τν = 1 height has
risen to around 0.81 Mm, increasing the intensity of the whole
line as it is formed in a region of higher temperature. It takes
longer for upper level populations in the AW simulation to
reach a similar state to the EB simulation, meaning that the
intensity increase is slower.
This occurs due to a difference in the length of time it takes
for recombinations to increase the amount of Ca ii. In both
simulations the fraction of Ca iii to Ca ii increases significantly
to large depth. The ratio of nCa iii/nCa ii is ∼ 50% between
0.5-0.6 Mm, increasing quickly over a narrow height range so
that calcium is almost all ionised to Ca iii above 0.6 Mm. In
the EB simulation, recombinations to Ca ii between z ∼ 0.7 −
0.9 Mm take place early (t ∼ 1 s) so that the Ca ii 8542Å upper
level is subsequently populated at that height. In contrast, the
decreased electron density in the AW simulation relative to the
EB simulation, at these heights, means that recombinations to
Ca ii do not occur as quickly. The electron density in the AW
simulation begins to increase around t ∼ 2.25 s, which in turn
allows recombinations, and for the Ca ii upper level to become
populated over the next few seconds.
t = 6.5-10 s: There is little change over the remainder
of the simulation, other than an intensity increase in the
red wing as the density increases and the source function
couples strongly to the Planck function. Similarly to the EB
simulation, the small condensation extends further into the
wing versus the line core towards the end of the simulation,
reducing the extent of the red peak, and broadening more of
the red wing (Figure 6(d)).
4.3. Mg ii k Line Profiles
The Mg ii h & k resonance lines in the quiet Sun are formed
over a wide range of chromospheric heights. They usually ap-
pear as doubly peaked profiles with a central reversal. The red
and blue peaks of the k line are referred to as the k2r and k2v
component, and the centrally reversed core as the k3 compo-
nent. Kerr et al. (2015) and Liu et al. (2015) recently dis-
cussed these lines as observed in a solar flare. They appeared
as redshifted, single peaked profiles with a blue asymmetry at
times of strongest redshift.
RADYN uses the assumption of CRD when computing line
profiles but it has been shown by Leenaarts et al. (2013) that
this is not valid for Mg ii. Therefore we use the output RA-
DYN atmospheres every 0.25 s as input to the RH radiative
transfer code (Uitenbroek 2001), which does use PRD, to syn-
thesise the Mg ii spectra, using a 22-level Mg ii model atom.
RH can perform the PRD radiative transfer with either the
fast approximation/Hybrid PRD scheme of Leenaarts et al.
(2012) or with full angle-dependence. Full angle-dependent
PRD takes into account that in an atmosphere with strong ve-
locity gradients the radiation field is non-isotropic, and re-
quires computing the angle-dependent redistribution function
(costly both in time and memory). Instead it is possible to
use the assumption of angle-averaged PRD and include trans-
forms to/from the rest frame of particles (see Leenaarts et al.
2012 for details), to save on computational time whilst obtain-
ing a good approximation to full angle-dependent PRD. We
performed some tests of full angle-dependent PRD compared
to the Hybrid PRD finding that angle-dependent computations
took significantly longer with little difference in the emergent
profile. We therefore used the Hybrid PRD. Figure 7(a) shows
the EB Mg ii k profiles, and Figure 7(b) shows the AW Mg ii
k profiles.
In the EB simulation the line profiles have an obvious cen-
tral reversal at all times. This quickly becomes shallower, and
the whole line becomes more intense. From t = 0.25 − 0.5s
k2r is stronger than k2v and the line reaches its maximum
intensity. Over the next few seconds of the simulation the
line core appears redshifted and kr2 decreases so that the k2r
and k2v are largely symmetric. The blue wing develops an
enhancement that moves steadily more blueward, making the
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Figure 6. Ca ii 8542Å line formation in the AW beam (S11) simulation at different times as indicated. Lines are as described in Figure 5
line asymmetric. Between t = 4 − 5.5 s k2r is again stronger
than k2v, and the redshift of the line core becomes smaller.
By t = 7 s k2r and k2v have roughly equal intensity. By the
end of the simulation a strong enhancement to the red between
0.15 and 0.5 Å from line center has developed, and a weaker
enhancement to the blue wing at ∼ 0.75Å.
The line profiles in the AW simulation are very different
from the EB profiles. Before t = 0.25 s the profiles are very
similar, though the AW profiles are more intense (AW k2r
intensity is Ik2r = 21.0 × 107 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1, and for
EB 17.0 × 107 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1). By t = 1.25 s, kr2
is very strong compared to k2v, and the line core is slightly
blueshifted. In relation to k2r, k2v continues to decrease. The
maximum intensity of k2r is at t = 2.25 s, with Ik2r = 22.5 ×
107 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1 (compared to a maximum intensity
in the EB simulation of I = 19.0×107 ergs cm−2 s−1 sr−1 Å−1).
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Figure 7. The Mg ii k line computed in (a) the EB simulation and (b) the
AW simulation. In both cases colour represents time, and the inset shows a
closer view of the line core.
At this point the central reversal is very shallow, the k2v is
very weak, and k2r dominates. By t = 5 s the k2v decreases so
much that it becomes difficult to discern its presence. Instead
the profile appears single peaked, with an extended blue wing
or shoulder, and a wider blue wing between 0.1Å and 0.2Å
blueward of line centre, than the red wing.
4.4. Mg ii k Line Formation
The computation of the Mg ii k line formation using RH
differs from Ca II 8542Å using RADYN because using
RH with PRD means that the source function is frequency-
dependent and varies across the profile. Figures 8 & 9 show
the formation of the line in the EB and AW simulation
respectively. Four snapshots are shown, with the panels and
lines as described in Section 4.2.
EB Model
t = 0.25 s: The line core formation height drops from its
pre-flare location just below the TR to ∼ 1.1 Mm, and k2r and
k2v form slightly lower at ∼ 1.05 Mm. This drop in forma-
tion height occurs because the Mg ii k upper level becomes
depopulated above ∼ 1.15 Mm, due to heating, while popu-
lations around 1.1 Mm increase. The central reversal occurs
because at the k3 formation height, the source function has
decoupled from the Planck function, and is decreasing with
increasing height, whereas at the k2r and k2v peak forma-
tion height the source function is more strongly coupled to
the Planck function, giving a higher intensity. However, the
high temperatures and density produces conditions such that
the difference in formation height between k3 and k2r,v com-
ponents is fairly small, and so the depth of the reversal feature
is very much smaller than it is in the quiet Sun. The line
wings form deeper in the atmosphere, from ∼ 0.7 − 1 Mm in
the wavelength range shown.
t = 0.25-1 s: see Figure 8(a). A small downflow has formed
immediately above the core formation height, which increases
the number of emitters contributing to the red wing relative to
the blue wing. This widens the k2r peak and increases the
intensity of k2r compared to k2v.
t = 1-3 s: see Figure 8(b). The downflow develops and
moves deeper, redshifting the core and the emission peaks.
The peak of the opacity is also in the red (see upper left pan-
els in Figure 8) so that red wing photons produced below
the condensation are absorbed more than blue wing photons,
steepening the extinction profile of the red wing. Between
∼ 1.1 − 1.2 Mm an upflow moves some emitters upwards
to locations at smaller optical depths, so that extra blue-wing
photons are emitted from 0.10 - 0.15 Å bluewards of the rest
wavelength.
t = 3-7 s: see Figure 8(c). As the downflow moves deeper
into the atmosphere it slows and the redshift of the core de-
creases. The k2r peak is sometimes formed slightly higher
(and is slightly more intense) than the k2v peak, but when the
overall redshift becomes smaller this height difference also
reduces. As the upflow speed increases the contribution func-
tion for optically thin blue-wing emission is pushed further
out, to around 0.15 - 0.20 Å from the core. It originates from
a height of ∼ 1.3 − 1.4 Mm
t = 8-10 s: see Figure 8(d). A hot bubble has formed
at ∼ 1.2 Mm, creating a large condensation that travels
downwards. The flow associated with the bubble does not
reach the core formation height, so has little effect on the
k3 or k2 components, but it does result in peaks appearing
in the red and blue wings. The condensation creates a
very narrow layer of enhanced electron and mass density.
The population of the Mg ii k upper level increases at the
condensation height, resulting in a strong red-shifted source
function. The lower left panel of Figure 8(d) shows that
the emitters in the condensation increase the attenuation of
red wing photons, meaning that their contribution is almost
exclusively from the condensation. The steep velocity gradi-
ent results in a bump in the red wing at 0.15 - 0.45 Å from
the rest wavelength. Similarly, the upflow results in emis-
sion between ∼ 0.60−0.80 Å blueward of the rest wavelength.
AWModel
t = 0.25 s: see Figure 9(a). A shallow upflow is present
in the chromosphere, from around the formation height of the
k line at ∼ 1.125 Mm, to 1.55 Mm, resulting in a slightly
blueshifted line core even at early times. Above this a much
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Figure 8. The formation of the Mg ii k line in the EB simulation at four timesteps, as indicated on each panel. The lines are as described in Figure 5. Note the
different scales used in (a).
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Figure 9. The formation of the Mg ii k line in the AW simulation at four timesteps, as indicated on each panel. The lines are as described in Figure 5. Note the
different scales used in (b).
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stronger upflow carries chromospheric material into the TR.
The core is formed around 1.1 − 1.15 Mm, and is centrally
reversed, with a deeper reversal than the EB simulation as it
is more decoupled from the Planck function. The k2 com-
ponents are symmetric about the core, and are formed at
∼ 1.05 Mm. Since the AW atmosphere is hotter between 0.9-
1.1 Mm, the k2 components are more intense than their EB
counterparts. The core forms higher than in the EB simula-
tion since the latter is hotter above 1.1 Mm, depopulating the
upper level of the k line more than in the AW simulation.
t = 0.25-2.0 s: see Figure 9(b). The core becomes
blueshifted as the τ = 1 surface moves with the upflow. The
k2v and k3 formation height move closer. The k2r peak is
formed slightly lower, and is more coupled to the Planck func-
tion so more intense that the k2v peak. The k2r peak appears
wider than the k2v peak because the extinction on the blue
side is higher - more photons are absorbed by the shifted opac-
ity peak.
t = 2.0-5.0 s: see Figure 9(c). The upflow steepens between
1.1 and 1.3 Mm, and results in blueshifted optically thin emis-
sion between ∼ 0.10 - 0.15 Å blueward of the rest wavelength.
It is difficult to distinguish the core from the k2v peak. The
theoretical core is defined as the maximum of the τ = 1 curve
over the line, but by t = 5 s this occurs at roughly the same
formation height as the k2v peak. This may be due to the up-
flow, which extends over a wide height range above the core
formation height. The opacity peak is shifted to the blue so
that blue photons are preferentially absorbed relative to red,
producing a red asymmetry.
t = 5.0-10.0 s: see Figure 9(d). The line profile does not
change very much, but features become more extreme. The
theoretical core position becomes more blueshifted, the opti-
cally thin component extends further into the blue wing, and
the profile appears singly peaked with a blue ‘shoulder’. The
k2r peak is very intense, formed in a region of high temper-
ature and electron density, where the source function couples
to the Planck function. Observationally k2r might be con-
fused with the line core since the central reversal has all but
vanished. A small condensation near the k2r formation height
broadens this feature.
5. SUMMARY
In the simulations presented, we find substantial differences
in the atmospheric structure and flows in the AW simulations
compared to the EB simulations. These differences result pri-
marily from the different heating profiles.
1. In the EB simulation, the heating is strongly concen-
trated at the column depth corresponding to the stop-
ping depth of the electrons at the beam cut-off en-
ergy. In the AW simulation the heating profile for the
monochromatic wave is flatter.
2. Both simulations result in fast low-density upflows in
the upper chromosphere. For the energy flux used
(1011ergs cm−2 s−1) the localised, strong heating in
the EB simulation means that helium as well as hy-
drogen becomes very highly ionised, and the plasma
has a reduced ability to radiate. The resulting in-
crease in temperature and pressure launches strong sec-
ondary, high-density, upflows and downflows in the
mid-chromosphere. A similar but much less pro-
nounced process results in a secondary upflow in the
AW simulation, but the secondary flows are much
weaker in the AW simulation for the same energy flux.
3. Early in the EB simulation, the temperature in the lower
chromosphere, from 0.6-0.9 Mm, is a few 100 K higher
than in the AW simulation. After a short time this re-
verses and the AW simulation is hotter. The AW sim-
ulation is significantly hotter from ∼ 0.9 − 1.1 Mm, by
5, 000 − 10, 000 K.
4. In both models, H ionisation is complete above 1 Mm.
In the EB model, H ionisation is higher between 1 Mm
and 0.7 Mm compared to the AW model, due to non-
thermal ionisation from the electron beam. After ∼ 2 s,
ionisation at these depths in the AW simulation in-
creases, and by the end of the simulation matches the
EB simulation. The electron density in the EB simula-
tion is mostly higher than in the AW simulation.
These variations in the dynamic and thermodynamic prop-
erties of the atmosphere are reflected in the shape and varia-
tion of the lines in potentially distinguishable ways.
5. Ca ii 8542 Å goes into emission almost immediately
after the heating starts in the EB simulation, and rises
quickly to its peak emission. In the AW simulation this
takes a few seconds longer. In the case of Mg ii k, the
line peaks very quickly for both EB and AW heating.
6. For both Ca ii 8542 Å and Mg ii k, the line intensity in-
creases with time as the locations of the peaks of the
contribution functions tend to move down as deeper
layers of the atmosphere heat. Because the density in
these deeper layers is higher, the emissivity is higher
and the line source functions are more coupled to the
Planck function. The shape and intensity of the wings
is determined by the deeper atmosphere.
7. Ca ii 8542 Å does not show a reversal in either the EB or
AW simulation. This is because the Ca ii 8542 Å source
function and the Planck function are strongly coupled
throughout the core formation region, so that the inten-
sity increases with increasing temperature towards core
formation heights.
8. In the EB simulation small upflows at the location of
Ca ii 8542 Å core formation lead to a small blueshift. A
weak, optically thin redshifted component contributes
in the red wing. In the AW simulation the effect of red-
shifted, optically thin emission on the profile is more
pronounced because the emission is stronger (higher
temperature) and the downflow is larger.
9. In the EB simulation the core of Mg ii k has a central
reversal. The reversal occurs where the k3 source func-
tion has decoupled from the Planck function, leading to
a drop in intensity compared to the k2v and k2r compo-
nents which are formed where the source functions are
more strongly coupled to the Planck function.
10. In the AW simulation, there is initially a Mg ii k central
reversal, but over time the reversal becomes difficult to
identify relative to the k2v peak. The profile becomes
quite asymmetric because the source function and the
Planck function are strongly coupled in a region with
small downflows, leading to a strong red peak, whereas
the blue side of the line core is dominated by weaker,
optically thin emission from upflowing plasma. The
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line opacity is also primarily in the blue, increasing the
asymmetry.
11. In the EB simulation there is very little optically thin
Mg ii k emission near the line core, which remains quite
symmetric. However we do see hints of the effect of
absorption of red photons by downflowing material and
blue photons by upflowing material. The far wings be-
come enhanced by emission from the strong chromo-
spheric condensation and upflow.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
We have presented the results of radiation hydrodynamics
simulations of a solar flare in which the atmosphere is heated
by a monochromatic Alfve´n wave or by an electron beam with
the same total energy flux and duration. The electron beam
calculation uses a well-established prescription for Coulomb
heating and the treatment of Alfve´n wave dissipation uses the
WKB approximation which restricts it to waves of parallel
wavelength less than the gradient scale length of the Alfve´n
speed. Line profiles from two important chromospheric lines
were synthesized for both simulations.
Our results show that Alfve´n wave dissipation is effective
in heating the chromosphere and producing the high velocity
flows observed in solar flares; indeed the temperature around
1 Mm in the AW simulation is 5,000 - 10,000 K higher than
in the EB simulation. In most regards the dynamic response
of the atmosphere is similar in the two cases, but the high-
temperature shock in the mid-chromosphere that is a common
feature of EB simulations is absent from the AW simulation.
This has a significant impact on the line profiles.
The Ca ii 8542Å profiles produced in both the AW and EB
simulation are similar to some recent flare observations (e.g.
Rubio da Costa et al. 2015) but neither show the blue asymme-
tries observed by Kuridze et al. (2015). The AW simulation
has a very small (0.05Å) redshift. It takes slightly longer for
the line intensity to increase in the AW simulation, but the de-
lay we find here is likely to be an underestimate, as the transit
time of the AW through the atmosphere is not captured in the
simulation (the approximated form of AW energy input is a
time average.)
The Mg ii k line profiles from the EB simulation do not pro-
vide a good match to observations, having a central reversal,
and small amounts of broadening, redshift and asymmetry.
Observed lines are very broad, usually do not have a central
reversal (i.e. they are single peaked, e.g. Kerr et al. 2015; Liu
et al. 2015) and have strong redshifts and asymmetries. The
Mg ii spectra from the AW simulation, after a few seconds
of energy input, appear single peaked, redshifted and have an
extended blue wing or shoulder, (similar to observations by
Kerr et al. 2015). The ‘theoretical core’ (peak of the τ = 1
surface) is in fact formed in upflowing plasma, but more blue
wing photons are absorbed than red wing photons, leading to
the net red asymmetry (see also Heinzel et al. 1994). This
highlights the difficulty in interpreting observations of these
optically thick lines.
We have used a radiation hydrodynamics treatment to
demonstrate that Alfve´n waves can in principle heat the so-
lar chromosphere and lead to emission of important chro-
mospheric flare lines. This follows the results that Alfve´n
waves can heat the TMR and upper chromosphere (Russell &
Fletcher 2013; Reep & Russell 2016) including in flare simu-
lations using a radiative loss function. Dissipation of Alfve´n
waves therefore looks like a viable candidate for generating
many of the observed flare chromospheric signatures. We
find that electron beam and Alfve´n wave heating might be
distinguishable via differences in the Mg ii line profiles and
their evolution. In our simulation of a single monochromatic
wave, the more gradual heating profile of the Alfve´n wave
results in gentler flows and higher temperatures in the mid-
chromosphere, producing single-peaked, asymmetric Mg ii k
line profiles more similar to current observations. However,
we need to carry out a parameter study and also simulate the
dissipation of a spectrum of waves. Simulations containing
both electron beam and Alfve´n wave heating will also be in-
structive.
The chromospheric response to intense heating, even in a
1-D model, is complicated. The shape of the emergent line
profiles depends sensitively on the conditions - in particular
the plasma flows - that arise at the line core formation
heights. From various published electron beam simulations
(e.g. Allred et al. 2005; Kennedy et al. 2015) strong upflows
and downflows seem to be a common result of heating
by a power-law beam with an energy flux in excess of
∼ 1010ergs cm−2s−1 because of the rapid ionisation of H and
He in the chromosphere and the expansion that results. It
remains to be seen whether any such systematic behaviours
arise from heating by Alfve´n waves, which could aid in
distinguishing the contribution of each.
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